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a  b  s  t  r a  c t

The  objective  of  this paper  is to  present  a  method to optimize the equivalent  thermophysical  properties

of  the external walls (thermal conductivity  kwall and  volumetric  specific  heat  (�c)wall)  of a dwelling  in

order to improve  its thermal  efficiency. Classical  optimization  involves  several dynamic yearly  thermal

simulations,  which  are  commonly quite  time  consuming.  To  reduce the computational requirements,

we  have adopted  a  methodology  that couples an  artificial  neural network  and the  genetic  algorithm

NSGAII.  This  optimization  technique has been  applied  to  a  dwelling for two  French climates, Nancy

(continental) and  Nice (Mediterranean).  We  have chosen  to characterize  the energy  performance  of the

dwelling  with two criteria, which  are  the  optimization  targets: the annual  energy consumption  QTOT and

the summer  comfort  degree Isum. First, using  a  design  of experiments,  we  have quantified  and analyzed

the impact of the variables  kwall and  (�c)wall on  the objectives QTOT and Isum,  depending  on  the  climate.

Then, the optimal  Pareto fronts obtained  from  the optimization  are  presented and analyzed. The  optimal

solutions  are  compared  to  those  from  monoobjective optimization  by  using  an aggregative  method  and

a constraint  problem  in GenOpt. The comparison  clearly  shows the importance of  performing multi

objective optimization.

© 2013 Elsevier  B.V.  All rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Considering the present energy balance [1], buildings design has

to integrate thermal performance. This  notion takes into account

energy savings and comfort of the occupants, as  the reduction of

building energy consumption cannot be achieved at the expense of

the indoor environment quality (IEQ). Improving the thermal per

formance of a building can be done in two ways. The first approach

is based on a trialanderror method. A set of variables correspond

ing to design building parameters is chosen; several values are

picked from this set and are  tested. This method can reveal some

interesting trends, but it cannot achieve an  optimal design without

fail. The second approach ensures a more reliable method by using

optimization algorithms – we can cite, for example, the study of

TuhusDubrow [2] for the optimization of the building shape. How

ever, since in the field of building physics, the objective functions

are generally calculated over one year, and because the optimiza

tion algorithms require hundreds or thousands of calculations,

the total optimization computation duration can quickly become

prohibitive. To resolve this computationtime problem, another

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 5 61 55 68 97;  fax: +33 5  61 55 81 54.

Email address: berangere.lartigue@univtlse3.fr (B. Lartigue).

method exists. It consists of using artificial neural networks (ANN)

to evaluate cost functions faster, without degrading their accuracy,

by mimicking the behavior of external simulation programs. ANN

have proven their efficiency in building physics studies [3–6]. Once

validated, the ANN is coupled to a multiobjective algorithm to find

the problem’s optimal solutions.

The aim of our study is to propose a fast and efficient multi

objective optimization approach to optimize the envelope of a

residential building based on its thermal performance. In this

respect, our article details the steps of the optimization method

ology. The variables calculated in the optimization are the effective

thermophysical properties of the external walls (thermal con

ductivity k, and volumetric specific heat (�c)). A discussion is

performed to select the most appropriate objective functions that

define the thermal performance of the building. In  such a prob

lem, with multiple variables and nonlinear objective functions, a

parametric study is useful to understand the optimization’s solu

tions. Consequently, we  have performed a  parametric study using

a  design of experiments that quantifies the impact of the variables

on  the objective functions. Then, the results of the optimization

are presented, as a function of the climate. Last, the  methodol

ogy is discussed by  comparing the results of multiobjective and

monoobjective optimizations, demonstrating the limits of the

latter.

03787788/$ – see front matter © 2013 Elsevier B.V. All  rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

an principal effect

ANN artificial neural network

c specific heat (J kg−1 K−1)

Isum integrated discomfort degree in summer (◦C h)

Iwin integrated discomfort degree in winter (◦C h)

k thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)

MSE  mean squared error

NSGA nonsorted genetic algorithm

p  number of simulations

PMV  predicted mean vote

QTOT annual energy demand (kWh)

t  time (s)

T temperature (◦C)

Tcom comfort temperature (◦C)

Tin indoor temperature (◦C)

To outside temperature (◦C)

xn parameter

Greek letters

� density (kg m−3)

2. Optimization methodology

2.1. Objectivefunctions and optimization variables

2.1.1. Objectivefunctions

To perform an optimization problem, the first step is to define

the appropriate indicators reflecting the thermal performance of a

building. In most studies, building energy savings are calculated by

considering annual heating and cooling demands [7,8].

In our study, we consider the annual energy load, QTOT, required

to maintain the winter temperature set point to 19 ◦C [9] in a free

running building.

The occupants’ thermal comfort can be evaluated in several

ways. Based on steadystate heat transfer theory, Fanger’s model

[10] proposed the Predicted Mean Vote PMV  deriving from climatic

chamber studies, as a  thermal comfort index. Nicol and Humphreys

[11] considered the application of the adaptive approach to ther

mal  comfort standards, and presented the relationship between

comfort temperature Tcom and outdoor temperature To for free

running buildings: Tcom=  13.8+ 0.54To.  De Dear and Brager [12]

presented the revisions to ASHRAE Standard 55 for thermal com

fort in naturally ventilated buildings, including a new adaptive

comfort standard, which allows warmer indoor temperatures for

naturally ventilated buildings in summer and in warmer climate

zones. Zhang et al. [13] proposed the two parameters Iwin and

Isum that measure the thermal comfort degree in an  indoor envi

ronment. They are defined as integrated discomfort degree for air

indoor temperature in winter and in summer, respectively. By def

inition, the thermal comfort degree increases when Isum and Iwin

decreases.

In our study, as we want to characterize summer comfort, we

will use the summer thermal comfort index Isum defined on an

entire year as:

Isum =

∫ 8760

0

(Tin − Tcom)dt (1)

where Tin is the indoor temperature as a function of time; Tcom is

the comfort temperature fixed at Tcom= 28 ◦C; dt is the time step

fixed at dt = 1 h, 8760 is the number of hours in a year.

2.1.2. Optimization variables

The optimization variables are the thermophysical properties

of the external walls (kwall and (�c)wall) and of the roof (kroof and

(�c)roof). Their ranges of variation are  respectively 0.05 ≤ k ≤  1.175

W m−1 K−1 and 40 ≤ (�c) ≤ 2000 kJ m−3 K−1, which are

conventional values for building materials. Optimization variables

are considered as continuous variables.

These two  objectivefunctions (QTOT and Isum) are time consum

ing because they require oneyear simulations to be evaluated.

Moreover, considering the variables’ ranges, a large search space

has to be explored extensively. Therefore, we  propose a  methodol

ogy to simplify the optimization.

2.2. Multiobjective evolutionary algorithm optimization

Simultaneously reducing the building energy consumption and

maintaining a comfortable indoor environment are two conflicting

objectives. Since these two  functions are nonlinear, stochastic

global multiobjective optimization techniques such as  genetic

algorithms can be used in order to obtain optimal designs [3,14].

Genetic algorithms are  gradientfree stochastic search methods

that mimic natural biological evolution. We  used the Non

dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II, NSGAII [15]. First, it

initializes a random population of several individuals, then it

produces offspring by  recombination and mutation, evaluates the

individuals, and finally selects the fittest ones.

The efficiency of NSGAII is due to the nondominatedand

crowding sorting and selection. This method ensures both the

convergence of the population and its spreading. It is based on the

two following parameters:

• The rank (or fitness) value of an individual. In a  population, non

dominated individuals have rank 1 and belong to the first front.

Individuals that are  dominated only by solutions from the first

front belong to the second front, and then have rank 2. The notion

of rank enables the comparison of an individual to the whole pop

ulation. At the end of the optimization process, only the Pareto

front with rank 1 is kept.
• The crowding distance of an individual. It measures how close an

individual is to its neighbors. A large average crowding distance

results in better diversity in the population. Individuals with the

highest crowding distances should be preferred for the spreading.

2.3. Artificial neural network (ANN)

As we  have already written, the calculation of the objective func

tions based on oneyear simulations is relatively slow. In order to

make it  faster, we use a multilayer feedforward artificial neural

network (ANN). It is composed of layers of neurons: we  classically

call the layer that produces the network output, the output layer,

and all other layers are  called hidden layers. Its principle is strongly

inspired from the biological nervous system [16]. Neurons may use

any differentiable transfer function to generate their output. The

performance of the ANN is strongly influenced by the connections

between neurons.

The ANN must be trained to perform a specific task by adjusting

the weights between neurons. The weights are adjusted by com

parison between outputs of ANN and targetvalues from sampling

data sets, until the outputs match the targets.

2.4. Optimization framework

The proposed optimization methodology is shown schemati

cally in Fig. 1.

First, a building model is established in TRNSYS [17], which is a

software designed for the transient thermal simulation of complex
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Fig. 1. Optimization framework.

systems. Then, a sampling data set of variables (k, �c)  is gener

ated in order to cover the maximum search space. It is composed

of sufficient data randomly distributed over the search space by

the software GenOpt [18].  GenOpt performs parametric studies by

spanning a multidimensional grid in the space of the independent

parameters, and it  evaluates the objective functions at each grid

point.

Once the training and validation are completed, the ANN is

ready to perform fast and accurate calculations of objective

functions. Finally, NSGA II is coupled to the ANN in order to

achieve optimization. NSGA II provides input values to ANN and

ANN performs evaluations of objective functions required by the

NSGA II.

3. Application of the optimization methodology to a

dwelling

3.1. Description of  the case study

The methodology presented above is now applied to a dwelling

(Fig. 2), whose specification is detailed in [19]. It is a single storey

house with a net floor area of 112 m2 and a  ceiling height of 2.3 m.

It is divided into 6 thermal zones, 3 of which are heated. Table 1

lists the assumptions and specifications adopted for the thermal

simulation of the dwelling.

The inertia of the inner walls is low, so that the inertial effects

of the external walls are emphasize more. The external walls are

highlighted in red in the blueprint (Fig. 2).

The external envelope is divided into vertical external walls and

the roof (Fig. 3). The thermophysical properties of the plaster and

the insulation are kept constant during the optimization process

and their values are shown in Table 1. Keeping the insulation con

stant enables to distinguish the insulation function of the wall, from

its structural function and to focus of this one.

3.2. Impact of  the variables on the objectivefunctions

Before performing the optimization, we need to know the influ

ence of variables on the two thermal performance criteria, Isum and

QTOT, for two different French climates, Nice (Mediterranean cli

mate) and Nancy (continental climate). These two climates were

chosen because each is impacted by oneperformance criteria more

than the other, Isum for Nice and QTOT for Nancy. This influence

is analyzed with a design of experiments. A presentation of this

method can be found in [20].  The four  chosen variables are the

thermophysical properties of the external walls and of the roof

(respectively kwall and (�c)wall, kroof and (�c)roof). A twolevel facto

rial experimental design assigns the  level (−1) to the lowest value

of the variables and the level (+1) to their highest value (Table 2),

and shows the interactions between these factors.

This technique introduces new reduced dimensionless vari

ables, noted xn. A firstdegree law is adopted with respect to each

variable. For full twolevel factorial designs, it  is expressed as fol

lows:

Response = a0 +

p
∑

n=1

anxn (2)

The dimensional coefficients an represent the principal effect of

each reduced variable on the response, which can be Isum and QTOT

here. The coefficient a0 is the mean value of the response. In  order to

identify the coefficients an, we need to run p = 24 = 16 simulations,

4 being the number of variables:

an =
1

16

16
∑

p=1

xn(p) × response(p) (3)

The values of the different principal effects an for Nice and Nancy

are shown in Table 3.  Since the impact of the variable is measured

by the absolute value of its principal effect, we conclude that the
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Fig. 2. Residential house blueprint (dimensions in meters).

Table 1

Assumptions and specifications adopted for the thermal simulation of the dwelling.

Parameters Value Unit

Building Location Nancy, Nice –

Orientation South –

Total  indoor surface 211.02 m2

Total heated volume (3  zones) 197.80 m3

Windows surfaces 1.08 m2

Windows Uvalue 2.83 W m−2 K−1

Windows solar factor 0.76 –

Infiltration for nonheated zones 1 ACH

Ventilation for heated zones 0.6 (3 in  summer nights) ACH

Occupation Occupancy 3 Persons

Occupancy scenario 17:00–8:00 week days

24 h/24 weekends

External envelope Indoor plaster thickness 1 cm

Indoor  plaster k 0.35 W m−1 K−1

Indoor plaster �c 900 kJ m−3 K−1

Insulation thickness 8 cm

Insulation k  0.04 W m−1 K−1

Insulation �c 29.4 kJ m−3 K−1

Optimal material thickness (with unknown k and �c) 20 cm

Fig. 3. Composition of (a)  the external walls (b)  the roof.

Table 2

Low and high levels for each parameter.

x1 =  kwall (W m−1 K−1) x2 = kroof (W m−1 K−1) x3 =  (�c)wall (kJ m−3 K−1)  x4 =  (�c)roof (kJ m−3 K−1)

−1 0.10 0.10 40 40

+1  1.75 1.75 2000 2000
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Table  3

Principal effects of wall and roof thermophysical properties for Nancy and Nice.

a1 (kwall)  a2 (kroof) a3 ((�c)wall) a4 ((�c)roof)

Nancy Isum (◦C h) −17.23 +0.99 −97.46 −3.57

QTOT (kWh m−2) +4.89 +0.01 −1.89 −0.13

Nice  Isum (◦C h) −302.91 +9.93 −512.60 −26.59

QTOT (kWh m−2) +2.08 +0.01 −1.69 −0.15

volumetric specific heat (�c) is the most influent variable on Isum

and the thermal conductivity is the most influent variable on QTOT.

The sign of the principal effects an gives the variation trends of

the responses. For both climates, Table 3 shows that a1 and a3 for

Isum are preceded by the minus sign. It indicates that the increase

of kwall and (�c)wall leads to a reduction of Isum. Indeed, the summer

comfort can be improved by the enhancement of inertia which is

related to (�c)wall [21,22], and by  more conductive walls that allow

to dissipate the heat in summer. The reduction of QTOT is obtained

by the decrease of kwall, underlining the importance of wall insula

tion, and by the increase of (�c) which emphasizes the advantage

of inertia.

The impact of the roof on both Isum and QTOT is  not of the same

order of magnitude as the external walls. For Nancy, kwall has over

500 times more influence on QTOT than kroof, and 17 times more

influence on Isum (Table 3). This is due to the low thickness of roof

material to optimize (2.5 cm)  in comparison to the external walls’

one (20 cm). Thus, for the remainder of this study, we  will perform

the optimization with only kwall and (�c)wall.

3.3. Description of  the ANN

3.3.1. Parameters for the ANN

Prior to training the neural network, all input variables and

objectivefunctions are  linearly scaled to a range of −1 to +1 in

order to ease the training process. In our work, the ANN is com

posed of 4 layers of neurons. There are 15 neurons in the first layer,

11 neurons in the second layer, 7 neurons for the third layer, and 3

neurons in the fourth layer. As we have seen in (2.3), neurons need

transfer functions in order to compute their output. It is common to

choose a hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function for the hid

den layers (the first, second and third layers) and a linear transfer

function for output layer (the fourth layer).

3.3.2. Training of the ANN

The Levenberg–Marquardt back propagation method is used

to compute the weight values of the ANN. This training method

updates the network weights in the direction in which the training

performance function decreases most rapidly. The training perfor

mance is determined by the mean squared error (MSE) and it is

stopped when MSE  reaches 1 × 10−7.

3.3.3. Validation of the ANN

In order to check the accuracy of the ANN to predict Isum and

QTOT, 25 samples are randomly selected and the corresponding Isum

and QTOT from TRNSYS are  compared to data issued from the ANN.

The maximum deviations for Isum and QTOT are 1.86% and 0.22% for

Nancy, and are 0.19% and 0.04% for Nice. These low values confirm

the accuracy of the ANN.

3.4. Optimization results and discussion

3.4.1. Optimization results

Many numerical computations performed previously by the

present authors have shown that convergence tends to be difficult

when sampling numbers are limited (i.e. the number of individuals

in a population), or when too small of a crossover probability is

Table 4

Values associated to the points A, B, C, D, A′ ,  B′ ,  C′ and D′ in Figs. 4  and 5.

kwall

(W m−1 K−1)

(�c)wall

(kJ m−3 K−1)

QTOT (kWh m−2)  Isum (◦C  h)

Nancy A  0.10 1727 32.3 49

B  0.10 1587 37.2 30

C  0.16 1540 48.5 23

D  1.75 2000 56.1 2

Nice A′ 0.27 1892 13.9 1831

B′ 0.31 2000 14.1 1751

C′ 1.03 2000 16.9 1567

D′ 1.75 2000 17.2 1503

chosen. The NSGAII needs some parameters based on two  main

genetic operators: crossover and mutation. One hundred individ

uals, i.e.  envelopes characterized by (k, �c), per population lead to

a satisfactory convergence calculation. The maximum generation

number, here 500, is the stopping criterion because in previous

numerical tests, we have verified that the solutions did not change

beyond this number. The NSGAII algorithm uses simulated binary

crossover with a crossover probability of 90% (90 envelopes in a

population exchange (k, �c) with others). The mutation probability

is set to 25% (25 envelopes in a  population are randomly changed).

Once we  have an  efficient ANN and a wellset NSGAII algorithm,

we can perform the optimization. Figs. 4 and 5 show Pareto fronts

that are  composed of wellspread optimal solutions.

Fig. 4. Isum as  a function of QTOT (Nancy).

Fig. 5. Isum as a function of QTOT (Nice).
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Fig. 6. Evolution of Tin for 4 optimal residential buildings (Nancy).

The first part (A to B  and A′ to B′)  corresponds to a steep fall of Isum

for lower values of QTOT.  Indeed, the most insulated external walls

(low values of kwall) are the optimal solutions and summer com

fort is significantly degraded because heat cannot be sufficiently

dissipated to the outside.

The second part (B to C and B′ to C′) is almost linear. The slope of

this part of the Pareto front is greater for Nice than for Nancy. For

both climates, the decrease of Isum is mainly due to the rise of kwall

(Table 4).

The third part (C to D and C′ to D′) corresponds to a sharp fall of

Isum for higher values of QTOT.

Table 4 indicates that the optimal materials have (�c)wall close

or equal to the highest value of (�c)wall, i.e. 2000 kJ m−3 K−1. Table 3

provides the explanation: a3 is  always negative for both objective

functions and climates, demonstrating that the increase of (�c)wall

corresponds to a decrease of Isum and QTOT.  We  can also notice that in

Nancy, the energy reduction problem should be resolved in priority

because of small values of Isum. In  Nice, it is the thermal comfort

problem that should be addressed first because of low values of

QTOT.

3.4.2. Analysis of the dynamic thermal comportment in summer

In Nancy, optimal values of Isum are  close to one another and

low (Table 4): this is the reason why we will analyze more finely

the dynamic thermal behavior in summer. Fig. 6 shows the time

evolution of  the indoor temperature of zone 1 of the dwelling whose

external walls are composed of different optimal materials A, B, C

and D (Table 4), during 3 days (20, 21 and 22 July, the warmest days

of the year) for Nancy. Isum can be represented graphically as  the

computed surface between the time evolution curve of Tin and Tcom

when Tin is above Tcom. Thus, we observe that the curves A and B

are almost identical, which means that the optimal solutions A and

B are nearly equivalent in terms of dynamic thermal behavior. The

amplitude of the curve C is lower than those of the curves A and

B, which actually leads to a lower value of Isum. The curve D has its

amplitude more flattened than those of the three other curves; it is

even below Tcom on the period considered.

3.4.3. Comparison between different optimization methods

In order to discuss the efficiency of the methodology used in this

article, we are going to compare our results with those obtained

from other commonly used optimization methods found in lit

erature. They consist in coupling two distinct tools: a  thermal

simulation program that computes thermal performance criteria

and an  optimization program for the minimization of cost functions

that are evaluated by the thermal simulation program. Contrary

to the methodology involving the ANN described above, the cost

function is evaluated exactly by  the thermal simulation program.

GenOpt [18], mentioned above, is also an optimization tool that can

be coupled with external software such as TRNSYS in our case. It

proposes global multidimensional optimization algorithms for lin

ear cost functions. In  our  work, a  particle swarm optimization (PSO)

algorithm is used in order to perform the optimization. Several

studies involving the use of GenOpt in building energy optimiza

tions have been performed and have demonstrated its efficiency

[23–25]. GenOpt deals with monoobjective optimization prob

lems. The two methods we are going to compare are  the aggregative

method and penalty function method.

The aggregative method combines both objective functions QTOT

and Isum into a  weightedsum f:























min  f =
1

2

(

Isum −  Imin
sum

Imax
sum − Imin

sum

)

+
1

2

(

QTOT − Q min
TOT

Q max
TOT

− Q min
TOT

)

kwall ∈ [0.1; 1.75]

(�c)wall ∈ [40;  2000]

(4)

where

Imax
sum = 140 ◦C h,  Imin

sum = 2 ◦C h,  Q max
TOT

= 65.4 kWh  m−2,  Q min
TOT

= 50.6  kWh  m−2 for Nancy

Imax
sum = 3155 ◦C  h, Imin

sum = 1503 ◦C h,  Q max
TOT

= 20.8 kWh  m−2, Q min
TOT

=  13.7 kWh  m−2 for Nice

The above minimum and maximum values of Isum and QTOT are

obtained from different combinations of range limits of the vari

ables kwall and (�c)wall. These combinations are  given in Table 5.

In the penalty function method, we impose a constraint on Isum,

which is formulated by  an  inequality. In practice, a penalty term is

added to QTOT: every time the constraint is violated, a large positive
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Table  5

Parameters Isum and QTOT for monoobjective optimizations (Eqs. (4) and (5)).

kwall (W m−1 K−1) (�c)wall (kJ  m−3 K−1) Imax
sum (◦C  h)  Imin

sum (◦C h) Q max
TOT

(kWh m−2) Q min
TOT

(kWh m−2)

Nancy 0.1 40 140

1.75 2000 2

1.75  40 65.4

0.1 2000  50.6

Nice  0.1 40 3155

1.75 2000 1503

1.75  40 20.8

0.1  2000 13.7

Table 6

Comparison of optimal results between aggregative method (Ag.) and penalty functions (Pe.).

kwall (W m−1 K−1) (�c)wall (kJ  m−3 K−1) QTOT (kWh m−2)  Isum (◦C  h)

Ag. Pe. Ag. Pe.  Ag. Pe. Ag.  Pe.

Nancy 0.10 0.10 2000 2000 50.6 50.6 13 13

Nice  0.10 1.75 2000 2000 13.7 17.2 2298 1503

number is added to QTOT.  Such a procedure taking into account the

constraint by penalty function is already implemented in GenOpt.























min QTOT

Isum ≤ Imin
sum

kwall ∈ [0.1; 1.75]

(�c)wall ∈ [40;  2000]

(5)

Table 6 summarizes the optimization results obtained both by

the aggregative method and penalty function.

The results in Table 6 belong to the third part of Pareto

fronts (high QTOT and low Isum) for both climates, except for

the Nice optimal values from aggregative method which do not

appear in the Pareto front. It  is important to note that aggrega

tive method and penalty functions produce completely opposite

results for Nice (aggregative: kwall =  0.10 W  m−1 K−1, penalty:

kwall = 1.75 W m−1 K−1). Indeed, Isum gives the main direction to the

optimization process using the aggregative method because the

principal effects of kwall and (�c)wall on Isum (which are both nega

tive) are higher than those of QTOT (Table 3). However, the penalty

function drives the optimization process to take low values of Isum,

which implies that kwall is set to its highest value.

To conlude on the comparison between these different

optimization methods, monoobjective optimization using the

aggregative method or the constraint problem in GenOpt is too

sensitive to privileged directions, especially in our case where the

objective functions have different ranges of variation speed. More

over, the monoobjective optimization only provides one solution

which is relatively restrictive, and does not allow choosing among

optimal solutions as the multioptimization does.

4. Conclusion

This work presents a methodology for building envelope opti

mization in terms of thermal performance. In order to reduce the

computation time without reducing the complexity of the prob

lem, an artificial neural network has been developed: its role is to

provide fast and accurate evaluations of objective functions which

are used by a genetic algorithm. The efficiency of this methodol

ogy has been proven by applying it  to a residential house for two

French climates, Nancy (continental) and Nice (Mediterranean).

Two objective functions have been considered as being represen

tative of energy performance: the annual energy load QTOT and

the summer comfort index Isum. Thermophysical properties of the

external walls, kwall and (�c)wall, have been chosen as optimization

variables.

A design of experiments has been conducted to quantify the

impact of the variables kwall and (�c)wall on the objective func

tions QTOT and Isum. The optimal solutions are presented as Pareto

fronts for the two climates. These optimal solutions cover the

entire range of possible solutions. They enable the selection of the

thermophysical properties according to the conflicting objective

functions. These multiobjective optimization results have been

compared to those from monoobjective optimization by using an

aggregative method and a constraint problem in GenOpt. The com

parison clearly shows the advantage of performing multiobjective

optimization since it  ensures that the optimization is not trapped

in a privileged direction.

This study also highlights the major influence of the climate on

optimal envelopes. Indeed, we have shown that the  optimal solu

tions are very different for various climates. However, standard

building solutions do not adequately take into account this param

eter as  they are often identical for any climate.
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